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IVEC INTELLI-BOOTH™ 

CLEAN AIR. ONLY SMARTER.
Multi-Source Capture for a Cleaner, Healthier Workplace
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IVEC Intelli-Booth™ Collectors are ideal for 
removing airborne contaminates–such as 
composite dust, powders, fumes, and smoke– 
not only making the employees and workplace 
healthier, but saving you money as well. The 
Intelli-Booth uses regain air technology to 
shower the occupant with clean air, creating 
a “curtain” at the front of the booth that 
prohibits dust from escaping. This regain air 
also helps to generate capture velocities of 
four to six times greater than a suction-only 
system.  Our high-efficiency reverse jet pulse 
design optimizes filter cleaning, resulting in an 
extended filter life and an increase in the life  
of the collector.

INTELLIGENT VENTILATION – BY DESIGN
The most effective automation in 
the most efficient application.

20-60% Annual Energy Savings - Dynamic 
controlled system - IVEC controls measure 
system parameters to manage proper operation 
as needed

Regain Air - Eliminate dust migration 
throughout facility

Reduced Noise- 1” acoustical blanket paired 
with IVEC’s intelligent controls prevents 
disruption

Reduced Maintenance Intervals - 
Intelligent controls autonomously manage the 
system pressure and cleaning cycles putting 
less stress on your equipment

Flexible Systems - Customized booths/
cleaning modules installed in existing rooms

Minimize Makeup Air Costs/Greater 
Comfort - Recirculate clean air back into your 
facility

Easy Dust Removal - Dust drawers and 
simple filter access

2x Longer Filter Life - Reverse jet pulse 
design optimizes filter cleaning

Easy Installation - Bolt-together panels

IVEC Systems offers intelligent controls to 
regulate energy consumption by using cutting-
edge sensor technologies that verify system 
performance and ensure proper operation. 
With our advanced option, the predictive and 
proactive tools allow you to take control of your 
air quality and maximize your energy savings. 

IVEC Controls: Take the 
guesswork out of air filtration – 
go automation.

BASIC
Cleaning Control and motor starter only

Non-intelligent operation 

STANDARD
Includes Basic option capabilities

Intelligent Panel System (IPS2 ) , NEMA 4X 
enclosure, velocity sensor, pressure transducer, 
Cleaning Control fused with disconnect, 230V 
or 480V

ADVANCED
Includes Basic & Standard option capabilities

Control panel with 6” HMI & PLC

Remote Ethernet I/O control panel to control 8 
120VAC valves max

IPS2 , NEMA 4X enclosure, velocity sensor, 
Ethernet card programmed for differential 
pressure modular fused disc

I IVEC Control Boxes (L to R): IPS², IVEC Advanced BC, Remote Valve Control, Cleaning Control, Motor Starter

OPTIONS

CONTROL BOX BASIC STANDARD ADVANCED

IPS2  

IVEC Advanced BC 

Remote Valve Control 

Cleaning Control  

Motor Starter 
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Because IVEC delivers 
customizable, highly 
efficient solutions that 
consistently save you time 
& money--now & over time

IVEC WILL
Manage energy consumption
Add capacity
Reduce noise
Extend filter life
Reduce “negative pressure” in your building
Extend the life cycle of existing equipment
Reduce scheduled maintenance

IVEC SYSTEMS ARE
UL Listed and cUL Listed
Recommended for new or existing equipment
Available for ducted or ambient systems
Complete networks -- not just components and wiring
Backed by an established, full-service company

IVEC SYSTEMS
Provide exhaust on-demand
Control cleaning for self-cleaning collectors
Monitor filter-loading and adjust to pressure changes
Provide total automation that eliminates employee interaction and tampering
Provide valuable analytics for management that can be monitored locally or remotely
Monitor power consumption
Lengthen intervals between scheduled maintenance

IVEC REPRESENTATIVES
Provide complete turnkey project management
Experienced with mining, food, weld fume, wood dust, coolant mist, vehicle exhaust 
and many other commercial and industrial applications
Will design a system specific to your needs - simple to sophisticated
Backed by a company with 50+ years experience and thousands of installations

WHY CHOOSE IVEC TO CONTROL 
YOUR PROCESS VENTILATION?



CLEAN AIR. ONLY SMARTER.

IVEC INTELLI-BOOTH SPECIFICATION CHART
INTELLIGENT VENTILATION BOOTH COLLECTOR

OPTIONS
VFC for Reduced Suction Cleaning

Aluminum chevron style spark inlet

Alternative filters: Spunbond or Fire 
retardant 80/20 cellulose polyester 
high efficiency cartridge filters

Sprinkler heads 165º F

12” wide crane slot with support 
posts

Powder coat panels

HEPA top-load afterfilter

Motion & current senors

Open or removable top

APPLICATIONS
Abrasive Blasting
Batch Processing
Brazing
Curing
Gouging
Grinding
Machining
Metalworking
Overspray
Plasma Cutting & Spraying
Powder Coating
Sanding
Surface Finishing
Welding 
Woodworking

Model Booth Work Space Motor 
(HP/RPM)

Air 
Movement 

(CFM)

Filter 
Area

EQ-IBC-8 8'W x 8'D x 8'H 7.5 / 1750 8000 CFM 3780 ft²

EQ-IBC-10 10'W x 8'D x 8'H 10 / 1,750 10,000 CFM 4,410 ft²

EQ-IBC-12 12'W x 8'D x 8'H 15 / 1,750 12,000 CFM 5,040 ft²

EQ-IBC-16 16'W x 8'D x 8'H 2x7.5 / 1,750 16,000 CFM 7,560 ft²

EQ-IBC-20 20'W x 8'D x 8'H 2x10 / 1,750 20,000 CFM 8,820 ft²

EQ-IBC-24 24'W x 8'D x 8'H 2x15 / 1,750 24,000 CFM 10,080 ft²

EQ-IBC-30 30'W x 8'D x 8'H 3x10 / 1,750 30,000 CFM 13,230 ft²

EQ-IBC-36 36'W x 8'D x 8'H 3x15 / 1,750 36,000 CFM 15,120 ft²

EQ-IBC-40 40'W x 8'D x 8'H 4x10 / 1,750 40,000 CFM 17,640 ft²

I Larger sizes available. Heights & widths can be adjusted in 2ft increments.

I Ambient Air
 Air outside the booth is drawn into  
 the air stream and cycled through the  
 filtration system.

I Regain Air
 Recirculated clean air pushes dust  
 toward inlet, creating capture velocity.

I Contaminents
 Blower pulls dirty air through the  
 inlet into the cartridge filters, removing  
 99.9% of submicron particulate.

I Clean Air
 High-efficiency filtration system  
 returns 80% or more of the filtered  
 air into the facility environment.
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IVEC systems are rigorously designed to help you get the most from your process ventilation equipment. IVEC 
monitors fume exhaust and dust loads, then automatically adjusts fan speed to provide optimum ventilation: 
more power as additional drops are opened, less power when exhaust isn’t required. The result is reduced 
maintenance, lower costs and maximized performance across all your applications.

IVEC systems are compatible with a variety of switches and sensors. No matter what equipment you use, you 
can benefit from:

Exhaust on demand
Total automation that eliminates employee interaction and tampering
Reduced power consumption
Controlled cleaning cycles for self-cleaning collectors
Monitored filter-loading that adjusts to pressure changes
Valuable analytics that can be accessed locally or remotely

DISCOVER WHAT SMART VENTILATION CAN DO FOR YOU 

IVEC’s smart ventilation system is easily adaptable, incredibly versatile, endlessly customizable and highly 
scalable. So whether you have a small shop with only a few pieces of equipment, or a large facility running 
dozens of applications, IVEC gives you the power to cut costs, maximize resources, and gain a competitive edge.

IVEC: The Power of 
Smart Ventilation

I STATIC SYSTEM I DYNAMIC SYSTEM


